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THE
BARTON G.
EXPERINCE
Barton Weiss reinvigorates
the Miami dining scene
with a new menu
that pushes the boundaries
of the imagination
Photo Credit: Barton G
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ith a career that spans over two decades, Barton G. Weiss —the internationally recognized
event concept designer, restaurateur, and culinary visionary— recently introduced an
imaginative menu that pushes the boundaries of dining. Expect to find smoking liquid nitrogen
cocktails dressed up with a purple guitar or piñata paired with newfound interpretations of
comfort food with a playful and upscale twist. Here, we talk to Barton about his Miami hot spot.
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What inspired you to create
dishes like these?
BW: “I wanted to create a
dining experience that guests
would remember years from the
day they dined. The beauty of it
is in creating a lasting memory,
something that you’ll never forget.
My mission is to create good food
in a place with a great show and
great energy. That’s what it’s all
about. Everything at the restaurant
is calculated to inspire, tickle one’s
intellect and all the senses. We are
bringing out the spirited side of fine
dining—color, sound, texture, aroma,
and the stimulation of feeling as if
transported far from anywhere you
have ever been—to create an aweinspiring style of eating and drinking
unlike any other.” ML

Barton G. The Restaurant Miami is
located at 1427 West Ave, Miami
Beach. For more information, visit
www.bartong.com/index_miami.html

Tell us about Barton G. The Restaurant.
Barton Weiss: “I opened Barton G. in South Beach in
2002, fast forward 15 years and we’re still making strides
in the culinary community. I lead with a philosophy that
cooking is a cause for celebration and no idea is off limits.
Our team—which includes Culinary Director of Development
Chef Jeff O’Neill, Executive Chef Joshua Wahler, and Pastry
Chef Julian Belon—use only world-class ingredients and
combined with innovative culinary techniques. Every menu
item we create is set against a creative backdrop that is
designed to be fun. How can we expect our guests to enjoy
a unique and memorable experience if our menu does not
excite us? We’re simply not afraid of the unknown.”

What can we expect with the new menu?
BW: “With this new menu, we pushed our creative
boundaries more than we ever had before. We’re presenting
dishes with more tongue-in-cheek fun while sticking to our
dedication to quality flavors. You’ll find a Studio 54-themed
pasta dish with includes a 12 oz. Wagyu meatball; Surf ‘n’
Turf has a Thai twist; and the classic hot dog is now crafted
with Kobe beef and topped with freshly shaved black
truffles. Desserts are jaw dropping! The Dolla Dolla Bills
Y’all combines a showstopping tableside presentation that
includes a blowtorch to unveil a rich chocolate dulce de
leche tart.”
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Barton Weiss is the P.T. Barnum of party planners, filling rooms
with belly dancers, feathers, and flamingo. The more outrageous the better.

If a restaurant was the circus it would resemble this outlandish fantasy land,
where presentations of its New American dishes are ‘over the top’ with ‘signature toys and trinkets.

Barton G. A madly exciting restaurant!

This place is literally like Dr. Seuss for adults.

Nothing can compare to Barton G. The combination of attention to whimsical detail
and the daring meal components creates a truly incredible dining experience.

All heads turn and all the fingers point—“Gimme that one,” “I want what she’s having!”
—each time a gigantic invention winds its way through the dining room.

If there is one restaurant... that epitomizes flair and excess... it would definitely be Barton G.

Barton G. Weiss is one of the most imaginative, creative human beings ever to walk the planet.

Lovely Libations Fashioned for Two
Below The Belt
By Bekah Berge
February 13, 2017
Los Angeles-based Barton G. is known for their whimsical menu and larger-than-life presentations;
combine them and you’ve got the ideal recipe for an extravagant Valentine’s Day cocktail crafted for two.
Offered with options of Bulleit bourbon or Aviation gin, Below the Belt is a luscious and full-bodied libation
consisting of apple cider, organic honey nectar, fresh citrus, rosemary, thyme, orange zest and Applewood smoke.
And like all memorable knockouts, this cocktail is served with a boxing glove to “hash out any lover’s quarrels”.
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The buzz around trendy restaurants and bars is all about creating an
experience that people will want to share—both with the rest of the
table and with their friends and followers online. Social media plays a
huge part in marketing for restaurants and other businesses in today’s
society, and creativity is key to building a strong following that will translate to
more foot traffic. Restaurateur Barton Weiss knows the social media game (he
invented the hashtag #foodporn, which has now been used by over 155 million users to describe their mouthwatering Instagram posts), and his Barton
G. restaurant locations in Miami and Los Angeles reflect that savvy with their
“dinnertainment” menu options.
Weiss and his corporate chef and culinary director, Jeff O’Neill, along with the
team at Barton G. Miami, have created an outstanding menu of fun treats, drinks,
and entrées that will have guests coming back so they can try everything!
“I live to create shockingly delicious and awe-inspiring dining and event experiences,” Weiss explains. “Every day is a celebration.”
Visit Barton G. on Miami’s West Avenue, open nightly for dinner, and you’ll see
what he means. Some of the restaurant’s most Insta-worthy new dishes include the
Lawn Moo-er steak entrée, a garden-inspired array of small bites called Cocktails
& Crudités, and Marie Antoinette’s Head – Let Them Eat Cake. Another classic
Barton G. dessert is the Dolla Dolla Bills Y’all!!!!—a chocolate ganache and dulce
de leche tart that will inspire your inner hustler.
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the sense of quality and seasonality, yet there is much
more to it!” O’Neill says. “The team is challenged
to bring ideas to the table, no matter how strange
or insignificant they may seem. Sometimes it’s the
food that comes first—for example, the ‘lobster pop
tart,’ a play on a nostalgic childhood favorite, where
the food itself inspired how to present it. ‘Toaster
pastries’ served in, yes, a toaster.”
Are you feeling the #FOMO yet? Visit Barton G.
to see the full menu for yourself—and charge your
phone before you go!

Make your reservation at BartonG.com.
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All You Need is Love and This Valentine’s
Day Guide
By Michelle Slieff
February 2017
A steak rich with marbling and a glass of red wine full of body goes together like a couple in love on Valentine’s Day. They
always say a way to someone’s heart is by feeding them a good meal. Whether your love likes exclusive speakeasies
with well-crafted cocktails or white linens with Michelin Stars on the menu, this list of places on where to dine to show your
partner in crime how much you truly care is sure to take the fast lane to a guaranteed night of success. Keep it local or
head to LA for a staycation — there is something for every one. Happy Valentine’s Day you sappy lovers. Spoil each other
because your love deserves it.
Barton G. The Restaurant:
If you’re at the go big or go home phase of your relationship, show them you are in it to win it and you aren’t afraid to shout
it. The dishes at this restaurant know how to make a statement and in a big way. Say it loud, say it proud — you are in love!
Combine your love of your life and a dining experience like no other, and you have fine dining turned fun dining. This place
is so whimsical you might catch yourself looking over your shoulder for those cartoon birdies. Just take a peek at their
Instagram and you’ll know just what I’m talking about.
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隨身多功能蒸氣電鍋
 蒸、煮、燉、悶，樣樣行!!

原價

 少量 燉煮，煮 食多元化
 保溫設 計，省電 又快 速
 具有防乾燒 斷電保護 功能
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$49.99

特價$39.99

 內鍋 採用不 鏽 鋼，安全耐用、容易清 洗

1588 Corporate Center Drive Monterey Park, CA 91754
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Barton G 浮誇擺盤吸睛
記者莊婷／貝佛利園報導
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賽拜金
女棉花糖
（$29）是網
路上爆紅
款的創意
料理。

假的蜂巢與採蜜
人 戴的巨大 頭 罩，
讓人有彷彿置身採
收蜂蜜的實境裡。

餐前小點龍蝦
派（Lobster Pop
Tarts, $29）就擺在
假的烤箱上，還可以
旋轉烤箱扭，讓它轉
動，相當有趣。
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36年滷味老店、口味獨特、是您健康的補給站
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獨家特製臭豆腐
酥炸臭豆腐
新年
麻辣蒸臭豆腐
Party Tray
清蒸臭豆腐
預定有特價
炒臭豆腐
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153 E. Duarte Rd., Arcadia, CA91006 (近二街口)

18種精緻日本料理，任選二樣
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特價：(隨附味增湯、沙拉、飯) 午餐$

晚餐

$11.95

蔬菜捲
加州捲
辣鮪魚捲
三文魚皮捲
阿拉斯加捲

歲末特餐
精緻小火鍋

(626)285-5678 五町目GOCHOME日式料理

708 E Las Tunas, San Gabriel, CA 91776 (香夫人麵包店旁)

爾灣光譜園區與405高速公路交流道旁，
近24小時健身中心及Los Olivos Marketplace

仿東漢 琉璃玉辟邪
台灣故宮文物/故宮博物館
原件本以玉材精雕製成，此件改以琉璃材質燒
製而成，表現出琉璃特質的流動之美和剔透。

113.79

售價$

洽購 世界日報To B u y 專案 323.268.4982 ext. 385
or email: ToBuy@worldjournal.com 銷售稅與運費另計
收支票
或Money Order(限美國境內)，支票抬頭請用WORLD JOURNAL LA, LLC
1588 CORPORATE CENTER DR., MONTEREY PARK, CA 91754

週年慶

3大特價優惠

(1)超值酒席套餐

原價$160

原價$51.95 特價$41.95

超豪華酒席套餐$ 218.88
高級
六人份

特價$108.88

北京烤鴨三吃、四喜拼盤、法式黑椒牛柳、特色富貴蝦、松鼠全魚

(2)北京烤鴨三吃

一週七天：11:00AM-10:00PM

核桃果粒蝦、鰻魚米糕、法式黑椒牛柳、杏鮑菇
菜心、松鼠全魚、桂花酒釀湯圓。(供12人用)

可享

折優惠

地址: 8691 Ir vine Center Dr ive, Ir vine CA
電話: (949)407-4996 或 (949)789-0371

(3)每日一菜 半價(週一至週五)
原價$28.95
週一：鰻魚米糕
週二：美極鴨下巴 原價$16.95
週三：金牌豬腳
原價$18.95
週四：核桃蝦仁
原價$16.95
包含烤鴨三吃、四喜拼盤、招牌蹄膀、紅燒海參、
週五：上海小排
原價$12.95

成田家電

鰻魚捲 正宗台式燒酒雞
炸蝦捲
日式炸雞排
*只限堂食

需一小時前預約

保證豪華、保證滿意、保證洛城最低價

626-572-3885

特價$14.95
特價$8.95
特價$9.95
特價$8.95
特價$6.95

♦誠徵服務員♦

1039 E. Valley Blvd. #B102 San Gabriel, CA 91776

電飯鍋
售價

A N 8 7 7 0 4 -1

刺身 五片
鹽燒三文魚
握壽司 五片 日式炸豬排
天婦羅
咖哩牛/雞肉
照燒雞排
三文魚下巴
鹽燒鯖魚
蔬菜天婦羅

正宗北京烤鴨
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用餐出示本廣告

LH86387-1

LS82508-2

送禮自用兩相宜
626-289-8984 626-445-4431 多種獨家口味、與眾不同
不一樣的消費 不一樣的享受

地 址

金 鴨子

-榮獲僑營台灣美食標章
-每日新鮮生蚵、蔬菜直達
-台式美食、人氣小吃應有盡有
-每季更新主廚精選菜單

H928

不僅餐點擺盤浮誇，就連Buddhalicious（$24）調酒都相當標新立異。

走進餐廳，不少食客不怕餓著肚子，餐點上
桌時，每個人都搶著先餵飽相機。夢幻的紫色
配上銀灰色的家飾桌椅點綴，整間店的風格唯
美夢幻。極具特色的餐點，加上相當浮誇的擺
盤，就是這家店的最大賣點。
主廚Attila Bollok(見圖)是擁有15年以上經驗的
專家，他認為這樣浮誇的點子，除了讓菜色看
起來更生動以外，還能帶給饕客很多歡樂，藉
由不同的菜單選擇，不同桌的食客們之間也能
有話題與互動，進而達到人與人彼此社交的
目的。每一個季節也會針對食材做出創新
菜色，而擺盤更是一年比一年浮誇，就
為了博取饕客歡心，希望能留下更深刻
有趣的印象。
網路上不少爆紅款的創意料理也都
出自這裡。其中凡爾賽拜金女棉花
糖（Marie Antoinette’s Head, $29）就
相當奪人目光。看似平凡無奇的棉花
糖，在主廚的巧手下，幻化成花俏的假
髮，放在戴著太陽眼鏡的假人偶頭上，一
旁還有髮捲、梳子點綴裝飾，配上一杯濃郁
的香草巧克力奶昔，讓這道造型獨特、別出心
裁的甜點顯得與眾不同。不僅視覺效果強烈，
更是非常烘托氣氛。
說Barton G是洛杉磯最好玩的餐廳，一點也
不為過。主廚推薦的Honey Bee My Surf N Turf
（$44）主菜，更具有可看性。主廚標新立異地
將食物擺在假的蜂窩架上，上面還有擬真的蜜
蜂，以及採蜜人戴的巨大頭罩， 讓人有彷彿置
身採收蜂蜜的實境裡。
除了獨出巧思的擺盤以外，菜品本身的味道
也相當可口。煎烤過後的新鮮石斑魚，配上慢火
熬煮過的小牛肉，味道微甜軟嫩，有點像是入口即
化的東坡肉，相當好吃。一旁還有甜滋滋的加州
蜂蜜塊，配著主食食用，又是另一番風味。
這間相當有個性的餐廳，必須提前預約，且
只有晚上才開業。不僅餐點擺盤相當浮誇，饕
客們使用的餐具也別具一格，桌上的餐巾也折
成小衣服的樣子，造型相當獨樹一幟。
地址：861 N La Cienega Blvd, Los Angeles, CA
90069。電話： 310-388-1888。
(圖：記者莊婷攝)

AQ84766-1

現在有不少人，都是根據名人、網紅打
卡過的地點一窩蜂跟進，尤其是美麗又漂亮
適合拍照打卡的美食餐廳。最近位在洛杉磯
市貝佛利園（Beverly Grove）的「Barton
G The Restaurant」，更是不少網紅打卡的
新熱點。不僅餐廳裡美麗的裝潢絢麗奪目，
每一道菜都像是藝術創作般的浮誇擺
盤，相當吸睛，更是不少饕客想
去朝聖的主因。

台灣熱點餐廳
Han Taiwanese Cuisine

特價

$89.99

$84.99

洽購 世界日報總部 1588 Corporate Center Drive, Monterey Park, CA 91754 Tel：323.268.4982 ext.385
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The Hottest 100 Restaurants in America,
According to OpenTable
By Jessica Fecteau
March 16, 2017
Looking to make a reservation somewhere new this weekend? You’re in luck.
OpenTable—the app that allows you to make online reservations, read and write reviews—has
revealed their Top 100 Hot Spots in America for 2017, and the list is making our mouths water.
The winning restaurants span across 25 states with Florida, California, New York and Ohio
claiming the most top-rated spots.
The winners, which were determined by more than 10 million reviews submitted by the site’s
users, offer a variety of environments—including those with live entertainment, low-key ambiance
and interactive dining experiences. The menus also vary among American, Asian, Brazilian,
Italian, Latin, Mexican and Spanish cuisine so there’s a choice for any mood you’re in.
But book your reservation fast, because we have a feeling these restaurants (full list below)
are about to be packed.

“If you are looking for an over-the-top dessert or
special occasion experience, this is definitely it”

Mariah Carey Celebrates Birthday with
Boyfriend Bryan Tanaka By Her Side
By Alexia Fernandez
March 27, 2017
The music icon celebrated her 47th birthday on Monday alongside her boyfriend, Bryan Tanaka —
only in Mariah’s World, she doesn’t have birthdays … she has amazing anniversaries.
While the pop star has not spilled any information on her new relationship, the two were recently
spotted having dinner at Los Angeles restaurant Barton G in early March.

“Both were in a great mood, smiling, giggling and
taking photos of the dishes.”

Kooky cuisine: Ten of the world’s most weird
and wonderful dishes uncovered
Time Out reveals where to go to for Instagrammable food
in cities around the world
By Alexandra Rieck
March 13, 2017
What are the most unusual and downright incredible things to eat from around the world? Time Out, the leading
global media and entertainment brand that inspires and enables people to make the most of the city, reveals
extraordinary dishes and where to get them – from a giant raindrop cake to a juicy rattlesnake sausage.
Tania Ballantine, Time Out London Food & Drink editor says

‘I’m constantly on the hunt for the most delicious,
the most exciting, the most surprising dishes;
and sometimes ones that look quite extraordinary.”
Marie Antoinette’s head at Miami’s Barton G:
Owned by Barton G Weiss, an A-list caterer, this unique restaurant serves fabulous American cuisine pimped up
with some breath-taking presentation such as popcorn shrimp in a real popcorn box or coconut-cream overflowing
from a bathtub, decorated with tiny rubber ducks. The pudding pièce-de-résistance is ‘Marie Antoinette’s head’.
Okay, it’s not the unfortunate French aristo’s actual head, but a cake homage that even includes a cotton candy
powdered pompadour wig.

The 11 Most Instagrammable Dishes In L.A.
By Staff in Food
February 22, 2017
If a tree falls in a forest and no one is around to hear it, does it make a sound? If you finish a plate of pappardelle
with black winter truffles, but failed to share it with your hundreds of Instagram followers, was the dish actually
consumed? Such is the existential quandary of the modern diner.
“DOLLA DOLLA BILLS Y’ALL” AT BARTON G.
Every single dish served at Barton G.’s was made for social media. Each one is presented with increasing
spectacle. Their “Below the Belt” cocktail is served beneath an oversized boxing glove. “The Great American Steak”
is your choice of a 16 ounce boneless ribeye or an 8 ounce Angus filet mignon, each served on a wooden board
with bone marrow butter and truffled steak fries, all topped with a towering three-foot fork looming over the dish.
Perhaps even more awe-inspiring are the desserts, which come as their own tableaus. The “Dolla Dolla Bills Y’All”
is a chocolate ganache tart with dulcet de leche and meringue, which appears to be a brick of gold. A waiter in a
welder’s helmet will come to your table and blowtorch the brick until the rich interior of the dessert is revealed. It
comes served on a tray with a giant plastic hundred dollar bill, a wad of fake cash and gold chocolate coins. Among
the strangest is the “Rubber Ducky...You’re the One.” A passion fruit-filled white chocolate duckling sits on top a
coconut angel cake lined with milk chocolate, topped with piles of whipped coconut cream. What this looks like
is a little duckie floating in a wooden basin full of suds. An adjacent tub, also filled with whipped coconut cream,
contains a fountain in the shape of a spigot that continues to cycle water the entire time the dish is on your table.
The staff will bring it out with a lit sparkler, so don’t expect to dine inconspicuously.

Playful new menu items at Barton G. The Restaurant
By Shireen Sandoval
You know all those times your mom told you not to play with your food? Well, thankfully, the minds
behind Barton G. the restaurant didn’t listen. Come hungry and come ready for dinner as a show.
Joshua Wahler, Chef du Jour:

“Barton G. The Restaurant is an incredible experience for
you to come and see food in a different way. Over-the-top
presentations, amazing cocktails, fantastic food. A great place
to come for a show.”
Barton G. is known for staples like popcorn shrimp served in a popcorn maker … but now there are
some newbies. From a 12-ounce meatball served alongside a disco ball, to the Kobe beef sausage
served alongside a dog wearing a hot dog costume, the new items are fun and full of flavor.
And you will be saying “sweet!” when you see what’s new on the dessert menu. From the giant
cotton candy to the giant dollar bill to the giant steak, size and taste matter here.

Barton G Miami –
Extravagance Redefined
Barton G Miami The Best Instagram Restaurant
By Ari Kane
Mar 27, 2017
Here in Miami, especially South Beach we like to push the limits of extravagance. A tourist walking
around our town for the first time will have to stop many times to pickup the eyeballs that pop out of his
head from the litany of gorgeous people, flashy cars and T&A. Barton G immerses itself in this Miami style.
This spot takes ostentatiousness to a whole new level! If you are looking for superb images for your social
media life, there is no better place to go than to Barton G.

“We love experimenting and re-imaging familiar dishes to
take them one step further and surprise guests not only on
presentation but by using different ways of cooking
to showcase quality seasonal ingredients.”

Top 100 Hot Spots in America for 2017
By As Voted by OpenTable Diners
March 16, 2017
Barton G. was highlighted in list of top 100 restaurants in America.
The Top 100 Hot Spot Restaurants in America list for 2017 highlights restaurants with not only delicious
food and drinks, but vibrant bar scenes, live music and festive atmospheres. The list of honorees is based
on an analysis of 10,000,000+ reviews of more than 24,000 restaurants across the country — all submitted
by verified diners.

No Joke: This 2-Foot-Tall Wig’s Made Out Of
Cotton Candy You’ve got to see how it’s made.
By Candace Braun Davison
Mar 4, 2017
When it comes to creating over-the-top desserts, Barton G. knows no limits. The restaurant’s become famous
for its “OMG, I need to Insta that now!” menu, featuring dishes like lobster ‘PopTarts,’ served in a retro toaster;
popcorn shrimp, delivered to you in a working popcorn machine (surrounded by actual popcorn, of course).
But one of the most attention-grabbing, by far, is Let Them Eat Cake — a two-foot-tall wig made out of cotton
candy, served on a clear glass mannequin head, ringed with bite-sized confections.
The team at Barton G. dreamed it up a few years ago, when they hosted a jewelry show at the restaurant’s
Miami location (there’s also a restaurant in Los Angeles). They held a brainstorming session to discuss ways
to incorporate food into the show, when the G of Barton G. himself — Barton G. Weiss, restauranteur and
event designer — threw out an idea: What if the models wore cotton candy wigs, and you could just grab
a piece as they walked by?

“Barton usually has an idea like that, some out-of-this-world
idea, and we work to make it a reality. We’re constantly
coming up with ideas, so as soon as something comes
out and is amazing, we’re thinking of the next version.”
explained pastry chef Julian Belon.

Rubber Ducky Cake: Barton G. New

The posh ‘n playful eatery introduces a few fanciful new dishes to its line-up.
By Alysia Gray Painter
April 18, 2017
“Over the top” is trotted out quite frequently these
days, all to signify an item or an event or an outfit
or an act that has hit the zany zenith, the ultimate
level of notice-ability, the place that is above all other
comers in its field. It’s a crowded field. So clearly there
needs to be a new way to describe something that
surpasses even those lofty markers, perhaps “over
over the top.” And, for diners in West Hollywood, over
over the top can be found at the fantasy-driven dining
experience at Barton G. — The Restaurant.
This is the lavish, humorously haute eatery that
embraces the odd and gives every plate theatrical
oomph. We’re not talking about a sprig of parsley
placed in a witty position, nor a cunningly sliced piece
of bread; rather, a number of meals arrive within a
staged scene that goes well beyond the traditional
round plate.
A pompadour-tall cotton candy dessert, an ode to Marie
Antoinette, is served atop a mannequin-ceramic head,
for example. Not many ceramic heads are ceremoniously
delivered to many restaurant tables outside of Barton G.,
we’ll surmise.
Thus when fresh fare pops up on the menu, with a grand “ta-da!,” people seeking over over the top eating opportunities take notice, as they have in recent days with the new additions to
the Barton G. menu.
Gaze upon the dessert delectables, if you will, including Rubber Ducky, You’re the One, a coconut angel cake served in a chocolate tub, complete with passion fruit-chocolate ducklings.
And Dolla Dolla Bills Y’All is a s’more tribute served under “a gold brick shell.” Under that fancy dome? Chocolate ganache and dulce de leche tart.
If you’re worried that menu classics like the Rake and Ho Garden, which is served in a tiny wheelbarrow, or the Mousetrap Mac and Cheese, a dish that’s presented on a mousetrap-like dish,
have gone away, fear not: Those and other favorites power on, bringing over-over-the-top vibes, nightly to the La Cienega Boulevard theatrical dining room.

10 weirdest and wonderful
food across the world
By Olee Fowler
Mar 22, 2017
Time Out revealed the “10 weirdest and wonderful food across the world” and guess what made the cut?
A head topped with cotton candy powdered pompadour wig surrounded by cake, aptly called the
Marie Antoinette’s head, at Barton G.

Saturday Sweets:
Insane Desserts at Barton G.
By Amber Love Bond
March 11, 2017
I have been in Miami my entire life, and yet somehow I’ve never made it to Barton G.
This week that changed when I was invited to attend a media dinner and now,
“food presentation” expectations have been forever altered.

“If you are looking for an over-the-top dessert
or special occasion experience, this is definitely it.”
Barton G. calls themselves, “An Experience Like No Other” and it couldn’t be more true.
For the past fifteen years they have combined FINE dining with FUN dining to create
an ambiance full of surprises and amusement.
It goes without saying that their desserts are the big finale and when I say big I mean BIG!
Not only are they shockingly large and decorated but they are delicious too!

The sweetest day of the year is here! Did you know October 14th is National Dessert
Day? The world dessert is came from France. The origin comes from the French
word “desservir”. It was always served after tasting the main dishes. It isn’t served
before their removal from the table. The word itself meant “to clear a table”. The
term is explained as a sweet course. In the middle of the previous millennium chefs
included a large amount of sugar into their desserts. That’s why people always have
a sweet treat.
Mega-rich chocolate ganache and dulce de leche tart under a gold brick
shell with graham cracker crust and soft meringue, chocolate-feuilletine
gold nuggets.

If you think a massive steak rolled out on a lawn mower, deviled eggs
served in a mini chicken coop and liquid nitrogen martinis will give your
out-of-town visitors enough “You’ll never believe what they’ve got in LA”
fodder for the year, then this over-the-top eatery is your spot. In addition
to its totally bananas à la carte menu, there’s a three-course Thanksgiving
menu that kicks off with roasted pumpkin soup or a fall garden salad,
and follows up with an herb-roasted turkey breast with confit leg, apricot
and sage stuffing. Parsnip and potato mash, candied yams, and roasted
Brussels sprouts are served on the side, then pumpkin donuts arrive for
dessert. Details: 6pm to 10pm; $75 for the prix fixe menu.
Reservations via OpenTable.

When considering the seemingly disparate business model concepts of "fun" and
"elegant," it's not exactly intuitive—or even advisable—to pair the two, particularly
in the realm of fine dining. However, with an A-list chic ambiance juxtaposed with
dramatic, over-the-top F&B presentation, Barton G Los Angeles has managed to unify
those two approaches quite competently. In doing so, it has cooked up a gastro-niche
all its own. Theirs is a whimsy-driven epicurean experience that not only boasts craveworthy fare, but also the ever-elusive, highly coveted kind of flair that's attracting the
entertainment industry's elite—along with L.A. power players, movers and shakers—in
droves.

On my own evening at the West Hollywood locale I sat a mere table away from
the legendary singer/songwriter Rod Stewart. Other celebs known to frequent the
locale include Adele, Adam Sandler, and Ben Affleck among an array of others. This
is the place to see and be seen, with all due credit going to brainchild Barton G. Weiss, for whom one title just won't do. For over two decades, this event concept designer,
restaurateur, culinary visionary, author, and entertainer is revered for having created "some of the most groundbreaking, imaginative, and decadent gastronomic and event
experiences the world has ever seen." Given his life's mission to "create shockingly delicious and awe-inspiring dining and event experiences," Barton G Los Angeles
continues to make an indelible, and certainly incomparable mark on the SoCal culinary scene.
While still reluctantly coming down to earth from my own revelry at the famed restaurant, I caught up with Chef Jeff O'Neill, Executive Director of Culinary Development for
Barton G, for some quick Q&A about what makes this restaurant so distinctive outside of the obvious presentation pomp and circumstance. Here's what he had to say.
MK: What would you like the public to know about Barton G that hasn't been overly reported about in the past despite the extensive coverage the restaurant has received?
JO: That behind the scenes it is 100% unique...from a chef's perspective, it's a completely different experience, primarily because we are always in development. Not
only seasonally. Like other restaurants we have deadlines for menu changes and R&D projects, but the process is easier said than done. Not all ideas lend themselves to
successful restaurant execution. Finding that bridge is the biggest challenge. If we don't keep our eyes open all year long, we may miss the something great. You never know
when or where you find the next great idea.
MK: Fabulous plating/delivery aside, how would you sum up Barton G's approach to cuisine?
JO: It's chef-driven in the sense of quality and seasonality, but there's much more to it. Barton's expectation of our team is for our inspiration to come from fantasy and fun. The
integrity of the cuisine has to stand on its own. If we strip down the presentations and playfulness, the quality has to be there. True clean inspiring flavors, with some rich and
decadent touches as well, but a spring menu should taste like spring!
MK: What might people NOT know about the restaurant, but should?
JO: Barton conducts brainstorming sessions for the team, and many cocktail and dish concepts come as a direct result of those sessions. We will present 40 dishes and or
cocktails internally, before settling on 20 new items for a new menu. Also that we have a leader, Barton Weiss. He doesn't rest on his commitment to details and exceeding
expectations, and won't be satisfied until we offer the ultimate experience.
MK: Does Barton G's have a "signature dish"?
JO: Barton G. the restaurant doesn't have a "signature" but it has some iconic dishes that our clientele has come to expect and adore. The Lobster Pop Tart is one of the first
Barton G "classics." A play on a nostalgic childhood favorite, where the food itself dictates how to present it. "Toaster Pastries"…served in yes; a toaster. Another would be our
giant succulent prime "Grillicous" steaks–the three-foot fork has become a symbol of the restaurant, and we are proud of our ability to deliver one of the best steaks you will ever experience.

MK: What is your personal favorite item on the menu?
JO: I have many favorites, but my current favorite is the "Don't Be A Jerk Chicken"—a savory, sweet and spicy spin, whole roasted, organic jerk rubbed chicken
glazed with Caribbean rum. An island-inspired classic packed with flavor with an unforgettable presentation! It's served in a full-size bird cage, with a video screen
playing music and a nude twerking chicken!
MK: Any interesting/unexpected/little known factoids/trivia about the restaurant?
JO: Nitrogen cocktails started here. We've always pushed to stay ahead of the curve, creating unique and memorable, sometimes "wild" cocktails, and doing it with
integrity is the trick. Barton was among the first to introduce a nitro cocktail program, which we had become renowned for some years back. We still feature a nitro
cocktail menu, but what sets us apart is the flavor and alcohol content in our nitro cocktails change as you drink it. We create frozen liquor popsicles, which replaces
the ice. As the popsicle melts, the drink gets stronger. We've also developed a signature cocktail program that focuses on fruit and vegetable bouillons, infusions,
purees, extractions and reductions as the base, rather than traditional mixers and sweeteners.
MK: What are some of your near-term goals for the restaurants?
JO: The restaurant industry has shifted to a more casual, comfortable but quality-driven environment. Barton G. has always focused on local product when possible,
and sustainability from day one. But it has become the catch phrase of the industry. With this transition, the diner has become well educated about product as a
whole and can recognize quality when they taste it. We've also experienced a more adventurous consumer, and for our evolving product and restaurant that's a plus.
They've come to expect a sense of adventure from our brand, and that's what we're all about. Our near-term goal is to expand in to additional major cities offering an
expense like no other.
MK: How does Barton G's elevate or propagate its image even further?
JO: We're always challenging ourselves to take it to the next level, constantly evolving as a brand. So much has been done, but our development team is working
tirelessly to develop and deliver that "wow" that our clientele have come to expect. It's not only dinner, it's entertainment. Barton G. the restaurant makes people smile.
No limits, no boundaries.
MK: What are some of your personal career highlights?
JO: Before achieving my goal of becoming Director of Culinary Development with Barton G, I was a chef at NYC's Le Bernardin, which holds three Michelin Stars. I
received 5 Stars and 5 Diamonds as Chef de Cuisine of L'Escalier, in Palm Beach, Florida. I also served as Executive Chef for President Donald J. Trump, overseeing
his esteemed Mar a Lago Club for five years, in addition to developing Michelin-starred restaurant concepts for Trump International Hotels in Chicago and Las Vegas.
I also received the Starchefs.com Rising Star Award in 2008.
MK: Anything else you would like people to know?
JO: For the Barton G Los Angeles location, we created three different versions or styles of cuisine, along with fully developed menus, before Barton settled on the
menu he did. There are many ideas or dishes that "don't make the cut," or just haven't yet…some because they were just awful, and some for other reasons! BUT,
there are some items that are just dreadful...no one's perfect. Some items we may think are clever and we may love them, but it's determined that they are not fun
or outrageous enough, or are simply inappropriate: "not for all audiences." An example that never made it to the menu would be the "Bye Bye Bloody Sheep Lamb
Tartar." This was to be served on a scale, on top of a bloody butcher block complete with a full-size cleaver. The blood splatter was actually seasoned ketchup, with
traditional steak tartar garniture. It was deemed "too offensive." Outrageous, but a bit too much. Another example is our hot dog beignets, which will eventually make it
to the menu: we are determined!
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You’ve eaten your way across Miami. But are you up to date on the city’s secret dishes? Here, seven things you’ll never see on the menu but can
(and definitely should) order the next time you visit.
STUFFED LOBSTER TRAP MAC AND CHEESE AT BARTON G.
A menu item so secret it has to be ordered 48 hours in advance? Only
at Barton G. Plan accordingly to request this monster-sized, five-pound
Maine lobster, which comes stuffed with truffle mac, three-cheese lobster
sauce and black truffle shavings.

17 SPOOKY HALLOWEEN-INSPIRED COCKTAILS IN L.A.
October 31, 2018
Halloween is creeping around the corner which means it’s time to go trick or treating for devilish drinks in the City of Angels. Made with spine-chilling spirits
and festive fall flavors, check out 17 L.A. drinks to enjoy this spooky season.
SABRINATINI AT BARTON G
Turns out, Sabrina isn’t just a Teenage Witch. She’s also an over-the-top cocktail.
Served with liquid nitrogen at a temperature of -320° F, the spooky Sabrinatini is
made with orange vodka, watermelon liqueur and comes with its own Halloween
candy: a chocolate monkey. Truly a chilling cocktail!

October 26, 2018

Katy Perry couldn’t seem to have rung in 34 any better. The pop superstar celebrated her big day with pals, loved ones and beau Orlando Bloom by her side. The
couple hit up Hollywood hotspot Barton G, where Orlando’s son was also spotted with Katy and his famous dad for the festivities. Plus, find out which of Katy’s
all-time idols gave her a surprise birthday message!

There are definitely wedding bells on Vanderpump Rules! First, Jax Taylor and Brittany Cartwright got engaged back in June. And earlier in September, Randall
Emmett popped the question to Lala Kent! So you better believe that their upcoming nuptials were a topic of discussion when the two engaged couples hit the
town together to toast to their luck in love — and just have a little fun at a restaurant that The Real Housewives of Orange County gang also adores.
Jax posted fun photos from the night out at Barton G., showing the SUR crew letting loose. If this is how these two couples toast their engagements, imagine what
their weddings will be like!
Bask in Jax and Brittany's newly engaged bliss in the video above and come back down here to hear Lala finally open about her man on the Vanderpump Rules
Season 6 reunion.

THESE SPINS ON MAC & CHEESE TAKE OUR FAVORITE
CLASSIC TO THE NEXT LEVEL
Sep 14, 2018
Macaroni and cheese is the ideal guilty pleasure. This comfort food can be basic and delicious straight from a box or elevated with the most upscale of ingredients.
Ultimately, we love it any way you want to give it to us, but we really are into these incredibly creative spins on the timeless dish.
STUFFED LOBSTER TRAP MAC & CHEESE
At Barton G., which has locations in Los Angeles, CA and Miami, FL, this dish features
a 5-pound Maine Lobster stuffed with truffle mac and cheese, this over-the-top dish is
made with a three-cheese lobster sauce and topped with shaved black truffles. This is an
off-menu dish that must be ordered 48 hours in advance; pricing based on availability, but
starts at $195, so you may want to save it for a special night out!

Barton G., a restaurant known for its lively atmosphere and over-the-top, propdecorated food, is heading to Chicago.It will open in River North, in
the space that formerly housed Sullivan’s Steakhouse (415 N. Dearborn St.),
sometime in November. “I have always loved Chicago for its great food and
performing arts,” said owner and creator Barton G. Weiss, “and what we have in
store is nothing short of bold and culinarily insane.”
Chef Erwin Mallet (formerly of Chicago Firehouse and Webster’s Wine Bar) will
head the Chicago kitchen, producing such eye-catching dishes as Thai Sexual
Surf N Turf (spicy wings and baked grouper with coconut-pistachio chutney),
presented alongside a flower-draped (fake) elephant head; and Marie Antoinette’s
Head — Let Them Eat cake, which features a 2-foot-tall cotton-candy pompadour
atop a mannequin head surrounded by cake and candy. Every dish on the menu is
an Insta-orgy of height, breadth and props, all of which are produced in Barton G.’s huge design warehouse in Miami (where there also is a Barton G. restaurant,
as well as one in Los Angeles).
The curtain rises in River North sometime in November.

RIVER NORTH’S GETTING A MIAMI IMPORT THAT SERVES
FOOD WITH WACKY PROPS
Sep 6, 2018

Sullivan’s Steakhouse, which closed last year in River North, will be
replaced by a restaurant that’s ideal for the Instagram generation. Barton
G. purports itself to be a happy place, with dishes that sit up on props
like the “Lawn MOO-er”: a 48-ounce beef porterhouse that’s presented
on the hood of a push lawn mower. If the steak isn’t enough, there’s the
sadly named “Thai Sexual Surf N Turf” — crispy chicken wings and baked
grouper served with an assemblage of artifacts — like an elephant head
— that look like they’ve been ripped from the Thailand stage in the Street
Fighter video games.
The elephant head is manufactured in Miami — where the first Barton G.
opened — along with the rest of Barton G.’s props. The “multi-sensory
experience” feels like a dash of Willy Wonka mixed with the Rainforest
Cafe. A rep said they’re still finalizing the Chicago menu and hope to open
in November at 415 N. Dearborn Street. Chef Erwin Mallett — who as the Tribune pointed out worked for Webster’s Wine Bar and Chicago Firehouse — will handle
kitchen duties in River North. Barton G. also opened an LA location in 2013.
The cocktails get the same treatment as the entrees. There seems to be an obsession
with Buddha idols: “Buddhalicious” features a setting with a smiling Buddha and a trail
of fortune cookies. The martini-style drink consists of Absolut pear vodka, lychee puree,
cranberry, club soda with a nitrogenized “pop” of pear vodka.
A gold-colored dessert, “Dolla Dolla Bills Y’all!!!!,” features a giant fake $100 bill, a bundle
of fake dynamite, and fake coins. If customers care by the time they’re finding the right
light for their smartphone cameras, they can eat the chocolate ganache and dulce de
leche tart, insde a gold brick shell. Servers strap on a welder’s mask and use a blowtorch
to melt the bar and toast the meringue table side.
It’s a drastic change for the space, as for 20 years, Sullivan’s was a popular happy
hour hang that attracted athletes like members of the White Sox during baseball season.
Barton G. should be a popular spot for birthdays and parties, purporting to bring a tinge of
dinnertime theater to Chicago. A rep said more details will be released in the
coming weeks.

BEN AFFLECK AND HIS THREE KIDS ARE ALL SMILES AS
THEY GRAB DINNER FOR HIS 46TH BIRTHDAY
Aug 16, 2018
Ben Affleck spent some quality time with his three kids on his 46th birthday. The
actor took 12-year-old Violet, 9-year-old Seraphina and 6-year-old Samuel to dinner
Wednesday night in Los Angeles. The family was all smiles as they headed into
Barton G, the same restaurant where they celebrated his birthday last year.
His ex and mother to his kids, Jennifer Garner, was not present and neither was his
current girlfriend, Lindsay Shookus.Affleck looked like a proud dad during the outing,
sweetly hugging Violet at one point and later helping look-alike son Samuel hop in
their waiting car after the meal. Violet, meanwhile, looked just like her mom as she
flashed a shy smile towards the cameras.

November 19, 2018

THANKSGIVING DINING
THANKSGIVING AT BARTON G
This whimsical dining destination is serving a three-course, prixfixe Thanksgiving dinner. The restaurant’s unique presentations
will be prepared with classic Thanksgiving ingredients. A roasted
acorn squash salad is served before the herb-roasted turkey
breast with confit leg and cranberry-walnut stuffing, maple-roasted
root vegetable with crumbled cornbread, whipped celery root and
Yukon Gold potatoes, and a brown butter and Frangelico sweet
potato casserole. Finish with pumpkin and apple beignets served
with cranberry jam, pumpkin butter and orange anglaise. $75 per
person. 861 N. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, (310)388-1888.

#instachicago

Feast Your Eyes
HOSPITALITY MAVERICK BARTON G. WEISS BRINGS A SUREFIRE SOCIAL MEDIA STAR TO THE WINDY CITY.
BY STEPHEN OSTROWSKI

At a time when #eatingfortheinsta
is as much a given as motioning for
the check, it takes an outsize effort
to impress ’gramming gourmands.
Barton G. Weiss, the founder and
CEO of the eponymous hospitality
brand and its latest effort, Barton G.
The Restaurant Chicago, is more than
up to the task: “The whole concept
of the restaurant is experiential—
you cannot not have a great time. I
think it’s the most instagrammable
restaurant around.”

2 michigan avenue

In Weiss’ world of madcap
culinary creations, menu items
rival Hollywood set pieces: Marie
Antoinette’s Head-Let Them Eat Cake
wows with a dizzying, 2-foot-tall
coiffure of cotton candy sprouting
from a mannequin head. Welding
mask-wearing servers heat the
meringue and chocolate-feuilletine
golden nuggets of Dolla Dolla Bills
Y’all!!!!, a gold brick shell-sheathed
chocolate ganache and dulce de leche
tart, with a blowtorch. And sippers

of the Buddhalicious pear vodka
martini gain a drinking partner in
the form of a happy Buddha statue,
frozen in chuckling repose on the
nitrogenized tipple’s arch bridgecum-serving platter.
To bring his through-the-lookingglass vision into focus, Weiss tapped
Chicago Firehouse alum Erwin Mallet.
“Most chefs we interviewed couldn’t
wrap their head around what we were
trying to do,” notes Weiss, “whereas
Erwin got it immediately.” And for

a concept that predates the advent
of social media (the Miami Beach
flagship debuted in 2002, followed
by L.A. in 2014), the spot is prescient
not only for its photogenic appeal,
but the escapist charm that fuels the
Insta-ecosystem. Says Weiss, “Barton
G. has stayed true to its mission:
Come in, have fun, forget where you
are and just be blown away; walk out
remembering exactly what you had;
and then repeat it to your friends.”
415 N. Dearborn St., bartong.com

MODERNLUXURY.COM

SOCIETY X ART BASEL EVENT
Dec, 13th 2018
On Saturday, Dec. 8, at a Palm Island estate, The RoseMark Group ― a boutique
real estate firm specializing in athlete relocation founded by CEO Jaclyn Rosenberg
― presented its annual Society x Art Basel event with an interactive gifting suite and
gaming experience. Celebrities, tastemakers, art aficionados and athletes from the
NFL, NBA, NHL and MLB attended the celebration of giving back and enjoyed a meet
and greet with contemporary artist King Saladeen.
VIP guests arrived at the lavish Palm Island Estate at 70 Palm Avenue, Miami Beach
on a luxury yacht provided by the Ferretti Group. The picturesque Palm Island home
was decorated with florals and décor from Aloré Event Firm and artwork from King
Saladeen, providing the perfect backdrop for the extravagant fête. Together with
Athletes Guide & The Sports Publicist, The RoseMark Group showered guests with
lavish gifts from top luxury brands in an experiential gifting suite. Guests enjoyed
interactive experiences while Aerialist, Tina Reine, performed to the sounds of Miami
D.J. and Producer KC Chopz.
Art enthusiasts enjoyed a VIP experience and live auction curated by Philadelphiaborn contemporary artist King Saladeen. King Saladeen seamlessly blends vibrant,
neon colors, pop culture references, quotes and symbolism to create collectable art
that has caught the eyes of celebrities and high-end brands alike. More than 90%
of King Saladeen’s artwork was sold at the event, with prices ranging from $20,000
and up. Proceeds from the live art auction benefited The PitCCh In Foundation –
an organization founded by New York Yankees pitcher CC Sabathia and his wife
Amber, that enriches the lives of inner city youth by raising their self-esteem through
educational and athletic activities.
Guests indulged in delicious catering by Barton G, the multifaceted hospitality company
internationally renowned for its extraordinary commitment to creativity, quality, service
and entertainment. Barton G created a fun and entertaining dining experience with
gastronomic dishes and imaginative food presentations including Crisp Julienne
Vegetables in Rice Paper with Creamy Wasabi Sauce, Nicoise Olive and Mozzarella
Skewers, Thyme and Duck Confit Tarts with Grain Mustard, Petite Voodoo Shrimp
over Smoking Brew with Pineapple Dipping Sauce, Petite Crab Cakes with Key Lime Sauce, Tuna Tartare on Wonton Crisp with Tobiko, Kobe Beef Sliders with
Truffle Cheese and Scallion followed by Crisp Bacon Wrapped Rose Ware Cotton Candy Bites and Chocolate Bonbon. Guests sipped on specialty Jägermeister craft
cocktails that were customized for the event with artwork from King Saladeen.
This year’s event featured more than $2,000 of merchandise giveaways for guests in attendance. Each guest received a swag bag featuring items from Society x
Art Basel sponsors Samsung, ECS Jets, Cooluli, Artis Brushes, Cielo Brands, Leafy Attire, Fenty Beauty, TrapStar, Penfold Wines, Element Aviation, Ferreti and
Jägermeister.
Notable guests in attendance included NFL players Leger Douzable, Albert Wilson, Kyle Moore, Brice Butler, Johnathan Cyprien and Darius Butler and MLB players
Edwin Jackson, Ed Lucas, Lewis Brinson and Anthony Swarzak.
Durée & Company and I Love-Itt Events joined forces to successfully publicize and run the event smoothly from start to finish.

12 THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT LIVING IN LOS ANGELES
NOVEMBER 27, 2018
You’ll never have to worry about finding new foods to try with all of the cool places to eat in LA! Try the Dirty Chili Dog with a side of Horchata Ice Cream at Dirt Dog.
Eat authentic Italian pasta and tiramisu without having to leave California when you dine at Pasta Sisters. If you’re a big fan of breakfast food and tasty cocktails,
Poppy+Rose has some of the best brunch in LA. Order the Lumberjack Pancake Breakfast with The Fried Chicken Mary, which is a Bloody Mary that’s topped with
a chicken wing! Hollywood A-listers, locals, and visitors alike rave over Flannel Cakes and Filet Mignon at the acclaimed Musso & Frank Grill. Experience unique
dishes like lobster poptarts at one of the most famous places to eat in Los Angeles—Barton G. Or try the cotton candy burrito that’s all over the internet at Milk Tavern!

UNIQUE THANKSGIVING DINING EXPERIENCE
AT BARTON G - RUNNING ON EMPTY
NOV. 19, 2018
This week on “Running on Empty,” Jada Montemarano
heads to Barton G. to see if their extravagant
Thanksgiving dinner is worth the drive.
Barton G. is known for their over-the-top dining
experience. They serve dishes on mousetraps, in
popcorn machines, and even toasters. Executive Chef
Attila Bollok says they wanted to create shock and awe
for Thanksgiving as well.
The family style meal is served in a singing bird cage
offering all the typical favorites from turkey, to stuffing, to
vegetables, and gravy. “We are looking for people to get
that feeling of being a kid again,” says Chef Attila.
Going out to eat on Thanksgiving is actually becoming more popular. According to the National Restaurant Association in 2017, one in 10 adults planned to eat at a
restaurant on the holiday. Chef Attila says between cooking, cleaning, and doing dishes, Thanksgiving becomes a lot of work, so let Barton G. do it for you.
“We are going to do things a little bit different from your typical Thanksgiving Day dinner. But certainly, we will use those wholesome family-orientated flavors that you
know and love but with a little twist,” says Attila.
Barton G. is serving dinner from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. and reservations are required.

November 08, 2018

THANKSGIVING
Barton G. LA
The whimsical dining destination serving one-of-a-kind culinary creations, will be offering a Thanksgiving 3-course prix-fixe dinner menu. Executive Chef Attila Bollok
combines the restaurants unique presentations with classic Thanksgiving ingredients to create a whimsical holiday feast showcasing Los Angeles’ seasonal bounty.
Featuring a plethora of reimagined Thanksgiving offerings, like having your turkey presented in a bird case, enjoy the famous culinary theatrics and give thanks the
Barton G. way. Highlights include: Roasted Acorn Squash Salad made with caramelized pears, blue cheese crumbles, and a walnut vinaigrette; Herb Roasted Turkey
Breast with Confit Leg served with cranberry-walnut stuffing, maple roasted root vegetable with crumbled cornbread, whipped celery root and Yukon gold potatoes,
and a brown butter and Frangelico sweet potato casserole; and Pumpkin and Apple Beignets served with a side of cranberry jam, whipped pumpkin butter, and
orange anglaise. $75; Thursday; 861 N. La Cienega Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90069; 310.388.1888

RIVER NORTH — If you’re someone who wants your food to come on plates, Barton G may not be
your cup of tea. When the local outlet of the Miami-based concern opens Friday, expect over-the-top
and prop-decorated food and cocktails at this restaurant that Phil Vettel describes as an “Insta-orgy.”
Look out for the BBQ of Bones with 12-hour beef ribs, lamb riblets, chicken wings, corn and wild
mushroom skilled with minted yogurt, house barbecue and scallion chimichurri, or the Kobe meatloaf
in terracotta with ketchup, whipped Yukon golds and quick-fired green beans. 415 N. Dearborn St.,
312-260-5050, bartong.com

Barton G. The Restaurant Chicago is slated to open for dinner Feb. 15 in a 12,000-square-foot space on
the first two floors of the former Sullivan’s Steakhouse in River North. Local chef Erwin Mallet will manage
the kitchen as it serves up Instagram-worthy new American dishes on theatrical displays. Barton G. named
after restauranteur Barton G. Weiss, joins sister locations in Miami Beach and Los Angeles.

Yes, the home improvement superstore is where Weiss, the artist/actor/entertainment
production company CEO/restaurant designer lets his gastronomic imagination run wild.
Because that’s where Weiss finds everything he needs — from plumbing pipes, metal
screws and garden shears to metallic paint cans, power tools and lightbulbs and just about
everything else in between — to bring to life his mind’s designs for his restaurant “vehicles.”
Those “vehicles” are massive (some three to four feet in height), movable feasts/works
of art within which your cocktails, lunch, dinner and dessert are served at his Barton G.
The Restaurant, opening Feb. 15 in Chicago at 415 N. Dearborn. A Miami transplant, the
restaurant is something akin to Disney-meets-Picasso-meets-culinary visual orgy. The eatery
has been nicknamed “the most Instagrammed restaurant in America.” And if you’ve not
experienced the mealtime extravaganza in Miami (or L.A.), be prepared for the “sensory ride
of your life,” Weiss says.
“The entire concept is ‘experiential evening,’ ” Weiss says during a recent chat. “People are
not just having dinner, paying the check and heading out the door. We get people who spend
the entire evening here because they’re entertained by the spectacle and the food. … I set
out to create a restaurant [that would] bring smiles to faces, and [one in which] every dish
coming out of kitchen will be photographed. The dining experience here is all about the art of
being social, wanting to chat with diners at the table next to you about what they’re having, or
taking their photos or [having them] photograph you. Or Instagramming your entire meal. …
Our motto is ‘Shock and Ahhh.'”
Chef Erwin Mallet (formerly of Chicago Firehouse and Webster’s Wine Bar) is heading up the
2,500-square-foot main kitchen (all ingredients are locally sourced and organic) in Chicago.
The 11,000-square-foot, two-level eatery (the second floor is reserved for private parties,
groups and large gatherings) will boast a staff of nearly 100, to cover lunch (starting Feb. 18),
brunch (starting Feb. 23) and dinner, which inaugurates the tony venue on Friday.
All of the culinary theatrics on the a la carte menu come at steakhouse prices. Consider: Rare Torched Tuna (wonton escargot, peppered Bordelaise, root vegetable salad, nori ash,
$38), or Whole Duck for 2 (slow-roasted Hudson Valley duck, carrots and leeks crudite, au jus, scallion buns, $85) served in a giant birdcage featuring a video of dancing ducks. Perhaps
orange salmon (pan-seared salmon loin, roots ratatouille and saffron paint, $26) is more to your liking?
Or how about the Whole Grilled Bronzini (the Mediterranean fish is served with Asian profiteroles, with Thai coconut shrimp fillings, $43), served in a garden of glass flowers accented
by a watering can and garden shears? Or Kobe Meatloaf (Kobe beef meatloaf baked in clay, house-made ketchup, whipped Yukon golds, quick-fire green beans, $35) served piping-hot
amid glowing firewood and wheat stalks? Popcorn rock shrimp ($27) is served in an old-fashioned, working popcorn machine. The restaurant’s signature Mouse Trap Mac & Cheese
(Weiss’ grandmother’s recipe, $12) is served amid a giant mouse trap. For dessert, perhaps the Marie Antoinette’s Head — Let Them Eat cake tableau will satisfy your sweet tooth (a
towering cotton candy Pompadour atop a mannequin head, accompanied with bombolini ‘cupcakes’ filled with blackberry jam and topped with a roasted almond buttercream, $29).
The bar menu is equally engaging — and pricey. Drinks average $25-$30 apiece, and the cocktails are poised to be as intoxicating as their names: The Stairway to Heaven (Ciroc vanilla,
Remy V, cashew milk, Frangelico, ginger beer) or the Diamonds Are Forever (Grey Goose Citron, Cointreau, lemon, vodka popsicle). Then there’s the BG Moonshine (Ocucaje Pisco,
Grey Goose peach vodka, mezcal, Cointreau) dispensed at your leisure from a working metal still. “The cocktails were an invention of mine even before the first restaurant opened,”
Weiss says, referring to his days as a party/event organizer. “It’s all about freezing alcohol with liquid nitrogen. In fact, we don’t use ice because as the cubes melt the drinks become
watered down. We use liquid nitro, because as it melts [the drink] only gets stronger.”
Weiss describes the decor as soothing, with turquoise, gray, white and neutrals complementing exquisite leathers and the finest fabrics and handpainted imagery by world-class artisans.
Stone accents are a blend of quartzite and marble from Italy. For those who would dismiss all of this as “gimmick dining” amid Chicago’s seriously world-class and Michelin-starred
culinary scene, Weiss says he’s more than up to the challenge. “The culinary scene in Chicago is strong. But what I do, nobody else in the world is doing or can do successfully …
The drama of my restaurant is what makes it work on every level. Chicago will be a little challenging until people come in and really see what we’re doing, how it makes you smile and
laugh and talk to the table next to you. If you come in with the right mindset you’ll walk out on Cloud 9.”
One Zagat review of the Miami locale called Barton G. “an outlandish South Beach fantasyland … with spot-on food and service and a beautiful garden atmosphere that make [it] the
perfect place to wow someone.” Weiss says his greatest accomplishment in life has always been the ability to wow, whether it’s creating/catering a private party for an A-List celebrity
or the most-over-the-top wedding imaginable or the U.S. Open, or a dinner for two at his restaurant. “I’m inspired by life and what people do and gravitate to,” Weiss adds. “Bigger is
better. The things you don’t think can be done, that’s what I do. [Laughing] … If you don’t want creativity don’t come to me.”
Reservations for Barton G. can be made by visiting www.BartonG.com or OPENTABLE.com.

Barton G. The Restaurant Chicago, 415 N Dearborn St. in Chicago's River North neighborhood takes guests on a culinary and visual experience like no other. The
third outpost of the cutting-edge eatery space is serving up brunch, lunch, and dinner. A visit to any Barton G. The Restaurant provides its guests all of the culinary
adventure one can fathom, and then some. In one of Chicago’s hottest nightlife districts, Barton G. The Restaurant Chicago is among the most highly anticipated
openings of 2019. It joins its sister locations in culinary hot spots Miami Beach and Los Angeles, where the restaurant was named one of “America’s Top 100 Tables” by
OpenTable. The venue will treat guests to a multisensory experience in which they will interact with fellow diners as collective gasps and Instagram moments are shared
each time another over-the-top dish is paraded from the kitchen. As Barton G. The Restaurant is notorious for its food, over-the-top events and elaborate presentations,
it is considered the most Instagrammed restaurant in the world.

I have to share the news of a wondrous new restaurant that just opened February 15, Barton G. The
Restaurant Chicago. It is an experience where the food is as fabulous as the whimsy and you can expect the
unexpected.
It was such an amazing culinary experience, that I'm struggling for words to properly describe this 12,000
square-foot-space located at 415 N. Dearborn, in River North's hot Hubbard Street entertainment strip.
Situated on the first two floors of the former Sullivan's Steakhouse, Barton G. offers guests a multi-sensory
experience in which they interact with fellow diners as collective gasps and Instagram moments are shared
over every dish that comes out of the kitchen.
Perhaps summed up best by this Zagat review of its flagship Miami Beach location (one of our favorite
spots): “If a restaurant was the circus it would resemble this outlandish South Beach fantasyland, where
presentations of its New American dishes are over-the-top with signature trinkets and liquid-nitrogen mixology
providing a smoky sideshow, with spot-on food and service and a unique atmosphere that make this the
perfect place to wow someone.”
Guests will feast their eyes and delight their taste buds on signature, Instagram-worthy dishes that include:
the BBQ OF BONES with 12-hour beef ribs, lamb riblets and long-bone chicken wings; KOBE MEATLOAF
IN TERRACOTTA ; COCKTAIL BISQUE featuring sherry laced bisque with bronzino and fresh Maine lobster;
WHOLE GRILLED BRONZINI, Asian profiteroles with Thai coconut shrimp filling; ORANGE SALMON and
SLOW COOKED SHORT RIBS. There's an extensive list of sides too that include BRUSSELS SPROUTS
BRANCH, which appears to be plucked from the pages of a Dr. Seuss story.
Every dish is a work of art and there are all price points. My favorite, among many, on this night was the
Barton G. Castle (see it here)-48 oz. of Jackman ranch wagyu prime rib served with a giant baked Idaho
potato and a 1 pound Caribbean lobster served with 3 cheeses and chives. It's served in a replica of a White
Castle that, once it's placed on the table, out pops a giant 5-foot air-blown puppet! (For two, $320). OMG.
Another favorite was the Marie Antoinette "Let Them Eat Cake" towering cotton candy head served with bombolini cupcakes filled with blackberry jam and topped with roasted almond
buttercream. ($29)
There were so many exciting dishes but I don't want to spoil ALL the fun! I'm telling you though, even as we were leaving, and after I thought I'd seen all of these whimsical/magical
creations, I was still seeing new dishes being delivered. It was never ending.
I had a chance to talk to the man behind the magic, Barton G. Weiss, a handsome man with a devilish twinkle in his eye that makes you understand where all of this creativity comes
from. He spoke about how his design in Chicago differs from his other two locations in Miami and Los Angeles.
"This is a design that I thought could work in Chicago and not in other cities. It's sexy, it's warm and inviting and I don't think the other restaurants have the same panache like this one
does. I came here for a few weeks to check out the local dining scene and everything was a steakhouse and I really didn't find anything that, I thought, was exciting--that you could come,
party and stay all night with things coming out of the kitchen where you could expect the unexpected, " he said. "I've had a restaurant in Miami now for 17 years and my restaurant in L.A.
is 7 years old. They appeal to a certain person who likes sophistication and the sexiness of old world nightclubs with a mix of old and new."
Barton works closely with his talented culinary team led by Starchefs Rising Star and Six Star Diamond Award winner, corporate chef and culinary director Jeff O’Neill, corporate executive
chef Miguel Angel Rebolledo and Chicago-based executive chef, Erwin Mallet.
This restaurant is considered the most Instagrammed restaurant in the world and I can certainly see why. They're open for dinner, lunch and brunch with a 6,000-square-foot banquet
space.
It was more fun than a barrel of monkeys with delicious food to match and we can't wait to go back!

Out-of-town themed restaurants (Rainforest Cafe, Sugar Factory) have found safe Chicago homes
in River North for years, but Barton G. The Restaurant hopes to distinguish itself from the pack
when the Florida import unveils its playful food that look like dioramas on Friday. The kitchen is
more like Santa’s workshop as a team of artists crank out items with sometimes ridiculous names.
The food’s supposed to make customers smile. But that doesn’t mean the restaurant doesn’t take
its craft seriously. There’s a lot of effort into the presentation. And the dining room’s light will allow
customers to snap photos and post to social media. The menu is described as American classic
food that’s “dramatic and delicious.”
It’ll be open for dinner, weekday lunch, and brunch. Reservations are available via OpenTable. Tour
the space and check out a few of the menu items below. Barton G. opens Friday in Chicago giving
the city the “multi-sensory experience” it may or may not need.

At Barton G. the Restaurant — which opened its third location in Chicago earlier this
year — over-the-top theatrical presentation is just as important as the food itself.
The intergalactic Spaceship Shortribs were inspired by the movie E.T., restaurant
founder Barton G. Weiss said. The dish arrives to the table in a mothership made
of customized metalwork. When servers open the “spacecraft” by hand, a cloud of
steam clears to reveal the slow-cooked short ribs in red wine with mashed potatoes,
heirloom carrots and mixed mushrooms.
Photo: Barton G. the Restaurant Additionally, at the newest Barton G., you’ll find
Chicago-inspired pieces of edible artwork like the sherry-laced lobster Cocktail
Bisque, which arrives in a cocktail shaker, and upscale versions of Chicago dogs
called Windy Dogs made with ingredients like smoked salmon and quail egg. There
are also house-made “Lobster Pop-Tarts.” The restaurant’s average check is about
$80 to $100 per person.
Calling Barton G. “the most Instagrammed restaurant in the world,” the Miami-based
restaurant group began life as a design company and now
presents a tableside staging of edible storytelling to each customer, with the menu
shifting per location. The 6,000-square-foot Chicago unit opened in January and joins
sister restaurants in Miami and Los Angeles.

02/12/2019, 12:00pm

When restaurateur Barton G. Weiss wants inspiration for a new menu item at his eponymous eatery, he heads to
Home Depot.
Let it sink in.
Yes, the home improvement superstore is where Weiss, the artist/actor/entertainment production company CEO/
restaurant designer lets his gastronomic imagination run wild. Because that’s where Weiss finds everything he needs
— from plumbing pipes, metal screws and garden shears to metallic paint cans, power tools and lightbulbs and just
about everything else in between — to bring to life his mind’s designs for his restaurant “vehicles.”
Those “vehicles” are massive (some three to four feet in height), movable feasts/works of art within which your
cocktails, lunch, dinner and dessert are served at his Barton G. The Restaurant, opening Feb. 15 in Chicago at 415
N. Dearborn. A Miami transplant, the restaurant is something akin to Disney-meets-Picasso-meets-culinary visual
orgy. The eatery has been nicknamed “the most Instagrammed restaurant in America.” And if you’ve not experienced
the mealtime extravaganza in Miami (or L.A.), be prepared for the “sensory ride of your life,” Weiss says.
“The entire concept is ‘experiential evening,’ ” Weiss says during a recent chat. “People are not just having dinner, paying the check and heading out the door. We get people who spend the entire evening here because
they’re entertained by the spectacle and the food. … I set out to create a restaurant [that would] bring smiles to faces, and [one in which] every dish coming out of kitchen will be photographed. The dining experience
here is all about the art of being social, wanting to chat with diners at the table next to you about what they’re having, or taking their photos or [having them] photograph you. Or Instagramming your entire meal. … Our
motto is ‘Shock and Ahhh.'”
Chef Erwin Mallet (formerly of Chicago Firehouse and Webster’s Wine Bar) is heading up the 2,500-square-foot main kitchen
(all ingredients are locally sourced and organic) in Chicago. The 11,000-square-foot, two-level eatery (the second floor is
reserved for private parties, groups and large gatherings) will boast a staff of nearly 100, to cover lunch (starting Feb. 18),
brunch (starting Feb. 23) and dinner, which inaugurates the tony venue on Friday.
All of the culinary theatrics on the a la carte menu come at steakhouse prices. Consider: Rare Torched Tuna (wonton
escargot, peppered Bordelaise, root vegetable salad, nori ash, $38), or Whole Duck for 2 (slow-roasted Hudson Valley duck,
carrots and leeks crudite, au jus, scallion buns, $85) served in a giant birdcage featuring a video of dancing ducks. Perhaps
orange salmon (pan-seared salmon loin, roots ratatouille and saffron paint, $26) is more to your liking?
Or how about the Whole Grilled Bronzini (the Mediterranean fish is served with Asian profiteroles, with Thai coconut shrimp
fillings, $43), served in a garden of glass flowers accented by a watering can and garden shears? Or Kobe Meatloaf (Kobe
beef meatloaf baked in clay, house-made ketchup, whipped Yukon golds, quick-fire green beans, $35) served piping-hot
amid glowing firewood and wheat stalks? Popcorn rock shrimp ($27) is served in an old-fashioned, working popcorn
machine. The restaurant’s signature Mouse Trap Mac & Cheese (Weiss’ grandmother’s recipe, $12) is served amid a giant
mouse trap.
For dessert, perhaps the Marie Antoinette’s Head — Let Them Eat cake tableau will satisfy your sweet tooth (a towering
cotton candy Pompadour atop a mannequin head, accompanied with bombolini ‘cupcakes’ filled with blackberry jam and
topped with a roasted almond buttercream, $29).
The bar menu is equally engaging — and pricey. Drinks average $25-$30 apiece, and the cocktails are poised to be as
intoxicating as their names: The Stairway to Heaven (Ciroc vanilla, Remy V, cashew milk, Frangelico, ginger beer) or the
Diamonds Are Forever (Grey Goose Citron, Cointreau, lemon, vodka popsicle). Then there’s the BG Moonshine (Ocucaje
Pisco, Grey Goose peach vodka, mezcal, Cointreau) dispensed at your leisure from a working metal still.
“The cocktails were an invention of mine even before the first restaurant opened,” Weiss says, referring to his days as a
party/event organizer. “It’s all about freezing alcohol with liquid nitrogen. In fact, we don’t use ice because as the cubes melt
the drinks become watered down. We use liquid nitro, because as it melts [the drink] only gets stronger.”

February 27, 2019

“I live to create shockingly delicious and awe-inspiring dining
and event experiences. Everything else is just boring.” –
Barton G.
Barton G. definitely lives by these words. His new River North
restaurant is a show from the moment you walk in. Every piece
of decor is picked by owner Barton G. with a unique vision
behind each piece.
And you'll find yourself in awe at how well he combines fine
dining with interactive dining.
We sat down with Mr. Barton G. himself to get the scoop
about the vision and creativity behind the decor, food, and
presentation of the restaurant.
"Nothing comes out basic", he says. The food is brought out on
"vehicles" that are custom made with his vision in mind.

According to him, there hasn't been a table that hasn't pull out their phones during their dining experience -- it's THAT shareable.
If you're coming to Barton G. on a date, you better have some serious conversations going on because you might just lose their attention to the 'gram life. On the other hand, if you want to get
lucky, you take her to Barton G. first! The takeaway after a night of dining: remember what you ate and what you ate it on. Easy enough with all those Insta photos, right?
If you want to be immersed in beauty while you eat, Barton G. is the place for it! Check out #WheresNina's fine dining experience in the video above.
Find all of Barton G.'s edible creations on Insta HERE!

DINING BARTON G., THE PLACE TO BE
BY JERRY NUNN, WINDY CITY TIMES
2019-02-26

Barton G. The Restaurant recently opened its Chicago location, with all of the pomp and circumstance that one expects from
Miami-based visionary Barton G. Weiss. The new 12,000-square-foot space at 415 N. Dearborn St. is on two floors of the former
Sullivan's Steakhouse. Upon entering, guests will spot monkeys as an homage to the animals Weiss owns. He's spared no
expense in decor and materials used in every corner to create a visual experience. Instagram-worthy dishes include the BBQ of
Bones, the Orange Salmon and the Kobe Meatloaf in Terracotta.
Many may recognize the entrepreneur from his television appearances on Bravo's Top Chef as a guest judge or the show
Behind the Bash. He is also an author of the book The Big Dish: Recipes to Dazzle and Amaze from America's Most Spectacular
Restaurant. He was a former professional ice skater and has dressed clients such as Chita Rivera and Cher. He has created
over 20,000 events for a range of companies over the years such as BMW, NBC and the NFL.
Windy City Times: Did you originally start with a catering company?
Barton G. Weiss: I started with an event production company. I did large-scale events like Super Bowl, PGA golf championships
and releases for BMW.
That's what the company was, then we got into off premise catering. That led me to my first restaurant 17 years ago.
WCT: That was in Miami?
BGW: Yes. I moved to Miami 25 years ago. That's where it all started.
WCT: How was working with Cher? She was just in Chicago for a concert.
BGW: I saw her in Vegas about a month ago. She is just like she is on stage. She's immaculate.
Bob Mackie designed about 99 percent of wardrobe but for the one percent she brought in other people to create on the road for
her, so that is how I am involved.
WCT: What brought this new restaurant to Chicago?
BGW: I have family that lived here and wanted me to come here. I didn't know anything about Chicago, so did a quick study and
the first building I found was this one. When I walked in I knew the dark wood had to go.
I walked in and fell in love. It's a great space with so many possibilities to it. I decided to give it a try.
Chicago is an eating city, and [is] very sophisticated. It has a young crowd with partygoers, so it has my name written on it.
WCT: With so many restaurants in Chicago, what do you bring that's different?
BGW: What I am bringing is something unique and individual. People have tried to emulate what I do, but nobody has been successful.
Many restaurants have opened and closed unfortunately because it's not just looking at a plate and seeing a fabulous creation. There's a lot going on behind it. Because of my theatrics and experience from the
past I was able to pull together a team that have been with me around 20 years. I have longevity and I was able to teach them the art of being social. With that, they were able to learn what it takes to run a Barton
G.
This is experiential dining. It is not something that I have witnessed in Chicago. Everyone is taking pictures and posting to Instagram. It is one of the most instagrammed restaurants in the United States.
It is from the sublime to the ridiculous, but I feel I bring a different angle to Chicago. It is something people haven't experienced here. I think it will go over well.
The menu is very different. We have steaks, but we are not a steakhouse. That is not the emphasis of this restaurant.
WCT: I saw the BBQ of Bones on your menu.
BGW: It's a real indoor barbecue that can be roasted on the table. We have a lot of different kinds of meats here. We have everything from pork to deer. It is American cuisine gone nouveau.
WCT: What goes into a restaurant opening that would surprise people?
BGW: A big team of people that specialize in different areas and a lot of hard work. I spent weeks eating at different restaurants and seeing what the competition was. We design all of the restaurants in house, so
that takes time. We can seat 500 people, but that means 1500 plates for a three course meal.
I have to tell you, all of the staff are local. I don't bring in people from other locations. I did to open though. There's about 15 of them here. After the restaurant opens they go back home to their respective
restaurants. There's a ton of talent here that's untapped.
WCT: Are you doing brunch?
BGW: Yes, lunch, dinner and brunch. We do special events on the second floor, where we can seat 20 to 200 people. We have designed panels that drop down and are sound proof. I can create six different
meeting rooms.
WCT: Is there a place you would like to tackle next?
BGW: We are looking right now at Boston, Orlando and maybe Saudi Arabia. We just finished Super Bowl and we are working on PGA Championship and U.S. Open Championship in Pebble Beach. I don't get
involved every day as I created it, but when they need help I am there!
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OPENING NIGHT; GIORDANO DANCE CHICAGO "LIVES IN THE MOMENTUM"; FUN AND GAMES AT EISENOPOLY; JOFFREY BALLET'S ANNA KARENINA; CHEF JAIME LAURITA HOSTS A PARTY; A
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I usually open my blog with event news from some deserving nonprofit but, this time I have to share the news of a wondrous new restaurant that just opened
February 15, Barton G. The Restaurant Chicago. It is an experience where the food is as fabulous as the whimsy. And, for once, I'm struggling for words to
describe this 12,000 square-foot-space located at 415 N. Dearborn, in River North's hot Hubbard Street entertainment strip. Situated on the first two floors
of the former Sullivan's Steakhouse, Barton G. offers guests a multi-sensory experience in which they interact with fellow diners as collective gasps and
Instagram moments are shared over every dish that comes out of the kitchen. Perhaps summed up best by this Zagat review of its flagship Miami Beach
location (one of our favorite spots there): “If a restaurant was the circus it would resemble this outlandish South Beach fantasyland, where presentations of
its New American dishes are over-the-top with signature trinkets and liquidnitrogen mixology provides a smoky sideshow, with spot-on food and service
and a unique atmosphere make this the perfect place to wow someone.”
Guests will feast their eyes and delight their taste buds on signature,
Instagram-worthy dishes that include: the BBQ OF BONES with 12-hour
beef ribs, lamb riblets and long-bone chicken wings; KOBE MEATLOAF IN
TERRACOTTA ; COCKTAIL BISQUE featuring sherry laced bisque with
bronzino and fresh Maine lobster; WHOLE GRILLED BRONZINI, Asian
profiteroles with Thai coconut shrimp filling; ORANGE SALMON and SLOW
COOKED SHORT RIBS. It's extensive list of sides include BRUSSELS
SPROUTS BRANCH, which appears to be plucked from the pages of a Dr. Seuss story. Every dish is a work of art and there are
all price points. My favorite, among many, on this night was the Barton G. Castle (see it here)-48 oz. of Jackman ranch wagyu
prime rib served with a giant baked Idaho potato and a 1 pound Caribbean lobster served with 3 cheeses and chives. It's served
in a replica of a White Castle that, once it's placed on the table, out pops a giant 5-foot air-blown puppet! (For two, $320). OMG.
Another favorite was the Marie Antoinette "Let Them Eat Cake" towering cotton candy head served with bombolini cupcakes filled
with blackberry jam and topped with roasted almond buttercream. ($29) There was too much to describe here and I don't want to
spoil ALL the surprises but I'm telling you, even as we were leaving, and I thought I'd seen all of their whimsical/magical creations,
I was still seeing new dishes being delivered. It was never ending. I had a chance to talk to the man behind the magic, Barton
G. Weiss, a handsome man with a devilish twinkle in his eye that makes you understand where all of this creativity comes from.
He spoke about how his design in Chicago differs from his other two locations in Miami and Los Angeles. "This is a design that I
thought could work in Chicago and not in other cities. It's sexy, it's warm and inviting and I don't think the other restaurants have the
same panache like this one does. I came here for a few weeks to check out the local dining scene and everything was a steakhouse
and I really didn't find anything that, I thought, was exciting--where you could come, party and stay all night with things coming out of the kitchen where you could expect the unexpected, " he said. "I've had a
restaurant in Miami now for 17 years and my restaurant in L.A. is 7 years old. They appeal to a certain person who likes sophistication and the sexiness of old world nightclubs IMG_0178with a mix of old and
new." Barton works closely with his talented culinary team led by Starchefs Rising Star and Six Star Diamond Award winner, corporate chef and culinary director Jeff O’Neill, corporate executive chef Miguel Angel
Rebolledo and Chicago-based executive chef, Erwin Mallet. This restaurant is considered the most Instagrammed restaurant in the world and I can certainly see why. They're open for dinner, lunch and brunch with
a 6,000-square-foot banquet space. It was more fun than a barrel of monkeys and we can't wait to go back!
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As you fall through the rabbit hole and enter the whimsical world at Barton G. The Restaurant Chicago, you begin your visual and
culinary experience. This is not fine dining but fun dining.
With sister locations in Miami and Los Angeles, Barton G. has become notorious for its over-the-top, elaborate presentations.
Though its new Chicago outpost, located at 415 North Dearbon Street in River North, only just opened its doors February 15, it’s
already serving up the same shock and awe.
Founder Barton G. Weiss is a celebrity event concept designer and planner, and this is evident in every part of your dining
experience. The cuisine is classic American comfort food redefined in the most dramatic manner. It is no wonder it’s considered
the most Instagrammed restaurant in the world.
Menu items have kitschy names with equally kitschy presentations. For appetizers, we delighted in the Laughing Bird Popcorn
Shrimp, which consisted of crispy rock shrimp served with a sweet and spicy chili sauce and popcorn in a popcorn machine. Next
came the Lobster Pop Tarts: lobster and fontina cheese in a phyllo “pop tart” shell served tableside in a toaster. Mother would
definitely approve of these Pop Tarts.
For entrees, we savored the slow cooked short ribs served with a red wine sauce, mashed potatoes, and carrots in metal
spaceship. The Rare Torched Tuna was scorched tableside by a server donning a welding mask and wielding a torch.

The desserts were artistic creations that almost looked too good to eat. Marie Antoinette’s Head – Let Them Eat Cake dessert
had a towering cotton candy pompadour surrounded by doughnut cupcakes topped with buttercream frosting. The Dolla Dolla
Bills Y’all dessert was a mega-rich chocolate ganache under a gold brick shell served with vanilla ice cream and chocolate
crumble—a must order for any chocolate lovers.
The restaurant boasts an equally creative cocktail menu with a below zero nitro-bar. My favorite was the Buddhalicious with Grey
Goose vodka, lychee, cranberry juice, and a vodka popsicle presented in a very cold metal martini glass with a Buddha. Who
wouldn’t want a refreshing vodka popsicle?

Although the focus was on appearance, every dish was delicious, fresh, and well prepared. Barton G.’s does not sacrifice taste for
presentation. The service is still spotty, but the staff is very polite and the restaurant had only been open a week at the time of my visit.
This is definitely not a place for everyday dining but ideal for birthdays, celebrations, and, of course, celebrity spotting.

I’m all about the unique and quirky. The usual steak and potatoes at a restaurant while travelling usually doesn’t cut it. I think
to myself that these types of dining experiences I can enjoy from my own backyard so flying to this new destination requires an
outside the common realm type of thing. When planning our latest trip to SoCal and pulling out my LA itinerary, I searched for
unique dining experience in Los Angeles that fit my expectations and requirements. Lo and behold I discovered Barton G – an
artist in the culinary world beyond anything I had ever seen before.
Fun Facts About Barton G
There are several locations in the USA with the one in Miami being their flagship.
A new location is opening February 2019 in Chicago, Illinois, with others anticipated in NYC and Las Vegas in the near future.
Each menu boasts different experiences depending on which location you visit. The creator, Barton G. Weiss is a former
professional figure skater turned costume designer and author. Cher was one of his clients! The restaurant is all about
presentation without sacrificing quality. Do not come and expect the ordinary.
The Drinks at Barton G. Los Angeles
So the incredible spectacle and presentation at Barton G. begins at the bar. No usual martini glass, shaker, sifter, or goblet will
do. Your drink is an artistic statement. We ordered a Sangria and a gin mixer and boy were we in for a treat.

Many who know me know that my drink of choice, especially in the summer, is sangria. So when I saw it on the menu here
at Barton G, I knew I had to give it a try. What a great way to kick off my trip! The presentation was definitely something to
remember. Served in a statue pourer of a Spanish Matador, they definitely didn’t disappoint. The presentation was brought to me
with the server placing the bottle at the top for the mixed drink to pour into the glass at the bottom. And, it was delicious to boot!
Sangria done right at Barton G. No wonder it is on my LA itinerary
I love the Etch a Sketch game! It was such fun to play with as a kid as I cannot draw for the life of me. I love the scene in Elf
where he has sketched the “Mona Lisa” portrait on this crazy toy! If you order the Retro Sketch – a mixer of gin, lime, and
grapefruit, it comes on an Etch a Sketch tray!
The drinks did not disappoint in flavour or presentation so I could only imagine the main course. I ordered a simple salad – the
“It’s Easy Being Green Goddess Salad.”
The only salad that had an interesting presentation, the salad came in a dish held by frogs and the dressing on the side in a watering can. I was definitely charmed by such a sweet presentation!
Honey Bee my Surf ‘n’ Turf
So my husband was a little more adventurous! Perhaps he was hungrier after our flight into LA that day. Nonetheless he chose a more interesting dish we honestly couldn’t have been prepared for. His meal arrived
in a BEEHIVE. Whoa! He was given a beekeeping hat and the server proceeded to use a beekeeping smoker to season his meal. Even the plate was shaped like a piece of honeycomb…The entire presentation
was surreal. We have never seen such a presentation of a meal. And, the meal which consisted of New Zealand groper and veal, was delicious and full of flavour.
Dessert
So with the incredible drinks and entrees we knew that dessert would be the highlight and climax of the evening. Not ones to shy away from indulging after a wonderful experience, we decided to splurge and order
dessert. With the size of each one playing a factor, we opted to order one dish.
The Marie Antoinette Head
The signature dessert of Barton G., The Marie Antoinette Head is the most famous of all Barton G.’s creations. We had seen them being ordered in the restaurant from afar, but until it is sitting on your table, you
honestly cannot believe the size of the dish. The dessert starts with a dish the shape of a woman’s head bust adorning sunglasses. Placed on top is a weave of candy floss (cotton candy) emulating the classic
look of the young French Queen of the Revolution. To give you a dessert with slightly more substance, a mason jar of banana pudding is served on the side. I honestly could not believe the size of this dessert and
ended up taking home bags of floss for later.
The Signature Marie Antoinette Head Dessert at Barton G. is a must try on your LA itinerary
More Incredible Dessert Presentations at Barton G!
Overall this meal was incredible. We loved the atmosphere, the fact that everyone in the restaurant is admiring each table’s meals and drinks, and that the staff are having fun at work. The presentations could be
described as over the top and sometimes ridiculous, but this is what makes it unique and special. The price point is higher than many restaurants, but the food and ambiance justify the price tag.
Driving? The restaurant is located in West Hollywood and has Valet Parking ONLY. Keep this in mind when planning your experience and putting your budget together.
Lastly, we cannot emphasize enough that reservations are crucial for this dining experience. If you have Barton G. on your LA itinerary, you don’t want to miss the opportunity to dine at an eatery that boasts
Instagram worthy dishes, delicious gastronomy, and unique presentation due to taking a chance on availability.

MAR 28, 2019 12:33PM CDT
DOWNTOWN — Barton G.’s River North location is offering up a happy hour where customers can get half off its pricey
signature drinks and bar food.
The restaurant, which opened Feb. 15 at 415 N. Dearborn St., prides itself on photo-worthy “over-the-top dishes,” but is also
serving up specialty liquid nitrogen cocktails, according to a news release.
Barton G.’s operates other restaurants in Miami and Los Angeles, where they’re known for their artful presentations and
concoctions.
The drink menu includes cocktails like the Stairway to Heaven, made with Ciroc vanilla, Remy Martin V, cashew milk, Frangelico
and ginger beer; and the Diamonds are Forever, crafted with Grey Goose citron, Cointreau, lemon and a vodka popsicle.

The cocktails are made and then chilled with liquid nitrogen instead of by adding ice, a spokeswoman said. Some include liquid nitrogen popsicles made with alcohol and juice or a mixer.
And while the drinks will typically set you back around $25 a pop, the happy hour puts them in line with other fancy cocktails in town at around $12-$13. Bar snacks include truffled lobster mac and cheese, chilled
oysters and 4-inch hot dogs with specialty toppings like braised Berkshire pork and quail eggs.
The new happy hour is 4-6 p.m. Monday-Friday at the restaurant, 415 N. Dearborn St. The restaurant is open for dinner 5-10 p.m. Monday-Thursday and Sunday and 5-11 p.m. Friday and Saturday. Brunch is 11
a.m.-2:45 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
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